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Shock ignition is a scheme for direct drive inertial confinement fusion that offers the potential for high gain with the

current generation of laser facility, however the benefits are thought to be dependent on the use of low adiabat implosions

without laser-plasma instabilities reducing drive and generating hot electrons. A National Ignition Facility direct drive

solid target experiment was used to calibrate a 3D Monte-Carlo hot electron model for 2D radiation-hydrodynamic

simulations of a shock ignition implosion. The α = 2.5 adiabat implosion was calculated to suffer a 35% peak areal

density decrease when the hot electron population with temperature Th = 55keV, and energy Eh = 13kJ was added to

the simulation. Optimizing the pulse shape can recover ∼ 1/3 of the peak areal density lost due to a change in shock

timing. Despite the harmful impact of laser-plasma instabilities, the simulations indicate shock ignition as a viable

method to improve performance and broaden the design space of near ignition high adiabat implosions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Shock ignition (SI)1–7 is a potential high gain approach to

direct drive inertial confinement fusion (ICF)8–10. Gain is the

ratio of released fusion energy to input laser energy and is a

key indicator of whether a method is suitable for energy gen-

eration. Direct drive ICF uses laser ablated material to drive a

deuterium-tritium ice shell toward its gas filled core. For con-

ventional hotspot ignition the inertia of the capsule wall must

provide both the energy required for fusion and the confine-

ment of the hotspot for the tens of picoseconds necessary to

achieve thermonuclear burn. SI separates the assembly of the

hotpot from the ignition energy requirement. The implosion

is carried out below the self ignition velocity due to a less en-

ergetic assembly pulse, and a late-stage shock introduces the

additional energy required to ignite the hotspot. The ignition

shock collides with an outward travelling shock created by

the reflection of the first shocks at the centre. The shock colli-

sion, if timed accurately, provides the increase in hotspot den-

sity and temperature required for ignition. The benefit of this

method is that it exhibits the potential for high gain at lower

laser energies4 but it also opens up the ignition design space

to lower velocity implosions that have been demonstrated to

be more stable to hydrodynamic instabilities11. This is sig-

nificant since hydrodynamic instabilities have been one of the

major limiting factors on the success of ICF. For simulated

high gain, laser driven implosions rely on either large target

mass (and large laser energies) or near adiabatic compression

(measured by shell adiabat10). The failure of the low adia-

bat (α < 2) implosions to perform as simulated12, has led the

laser driven ICF community to develop higher adiabat (α > 3)

implosions. High adiabat implosions have led to better agree-

ment with simulation enabling the incremental improvements

for both indirect drive13,14 and direct drive15 approaches to the

point where hydrodynamically scaled results are close to igni-

tion (at ≃ 1.8MJ). While SI may lead to modest improvements

in implosion performance at α > 2 seen in Trela et al. 16 and

Anderson et al. 17 , it also introduces the significant unknown

of a high intensity laser pulse. For 3rd harmonic Nd:glass

lasers at 351nm (this wavelength is used throughout the rest

of the paper) the laser intensity exceeds the ∼ 1015W/cm2

limit where laser-plasma instabilities (LPI) are thought to play

an increasingly dominant role in laser absorption18. LPI have

two significant impacts on the hydrodynamics of an implo-

sion: reduced drive efficiency due to scattered light and the

generation of hot electrons.

At intensities, < 1015W/cm2, implosion dynamics from

experiments have been matched in simulations, using semi-

empirical multipliers to account for LPI scattered light, and

hot electron preheat19. For the targets investigated in Christo-

pherson et al. 19 it was found that hot electron preheat led to an

increase in adiabat of 10−20% and a reduction in stagnation

areal density of 10−40%.

Simulation of hot electrons at SI relevant intensities (>
1015W/cm2) have shown conflicting results20,21. Initially, for

SI it was predicted that hot electrons have a negligible impact

and in fact may improve drive efficiency due to their penetra-

tion depth7,22. Experiments appear to support this hypothesis,

demonstrating the generation of strong shocks in the presence

of LPI generated hot-electron populations5,23,24. Due to the

hot electron drive efficiency, the idea of electron shock ig-

nition was also theorized21 where the aim of the final laser

pulse is to maximize hot-electron generation from LPI. How-

ever, kinetic modelling of hot electrons using a simplified LPI
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model embedded in a hydrodynamics simulation indicated

that the production of hot electrons was found to be harmful

to the implosion performance20,25,26. The deleterious effect

of preheat27 outweighs the benefit of drive support for hot

electrons with a population temperature higher than 30keV

or mono-energetic hot electron populations with an energy

exceeding ∼ 50keV (target dependant). Conversely, there is

evidence that kinetically modelled hot-electrons can provide

benefit to implosion performance across a broad range of pop-

ulation temperatures28–30 (up to 70keV). Within these simula-

tions the LPI scattered light energy fraction is not explicitly

related to the LPI hot-electron energy fraction which may ex-

plain the difference in impact of hot electrons compared to

those that use simplified LPI models.

There are several hydrodynamic factors that may change

the impact of hot electrons. Christopherson et al. 19 show that

preheat is worse for lower adiabat implosions, and Colaïtis

et al. 20 demonstrates that the inclusion of an ablator can help

to reduce the penetration (thus preheat) of the hot electrons.

Trela et al. 16 and Bel’kov et al. 31 demonstrate that the tim-

ing of the high-intensity spike can also change the amount of

hot-electron preheat. The target and laser pulse shape design

might be key to determine whether hot electrons have a harm-

ful or beneficial effect to SI.

Even if a specific target and laser pulse shape is consid-

ered, there is still significant uncertainty over the LPI and

the hot electron population generated. Fully kinetic simula-

tions (such as PIC codes) are too expensive to run for the

durations required to understand the LPI over a nanosecond

pulse. Linear LPI theory does not include the non-linear in-

teraction of many laser-plasma waves with non-thermal par-

ticle distributions at a range of densities. Despite these com-

plexities there is evidence, from experiment27,32 supported by

PIC simulation33, that stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) off

plasma at 10−25% of the critical density is the dominant LPI

and source of hot electrons in the > 3×1015W/cm2 intensity

regime.

In addition to difficulties with theory and simulation at SI

relevant conditions, there is not a consensus in observation

from experiment on hot electron characteristics. It is possi-

ble to use planar or conical geometry targets on lower en-

ergy facilities to increase laser intensity and make plasma

conditions more closely map to those expected during SI

implosions34–40. This is done to investigate the LPI and hot

electrons that are generated at > 1015W/cm2 intensities, long

density scale lengths ≃ 500µm and electron temperatures

≃ 3keV predicted to occur in SI plasmas18,27. Recent experi-

ments conducted in planar or conical geometry at the Omega

Facility41,42 have attempted to infer the fraction of laser en-

ergy converted to hot electrons (η) and the temperature of

the population (Th)32,43,44. Zhang et al. 43 uses a planar tar-

get and predicts η < 0.01 in Th ≃ 30keV. Tentori et al. 44

also uses a planar target but predicts η ≃ 0.10 in Th ≃ 30keV.

Scott et al. 32 uses a conical target and predicts η ≃ 0.025

in Th ≃ 45keV. The discrepancies are significant as the pop-

ulation is at the edge of what will cause acceptable preheat

for SI45. There are many possible explanations for the differ-

ences, nonetheless it limits our ability to make predictions for

SI implosions.

There are two additional aspects which are not well char-

acterised by experiments or simulation, these are hot electron

refluxing and emission angle (Ωh). Hot electron refluxing oc-

curs when the accumulated charge on a target prevents the es-

cape of the electrons. An analysis of implosion capsule charg-

ing was presented in Sinenian et al. 46 and Volpe et al. 47 with

MeV scale charge. Reflux information extracted from pla-

nar and conical targets might not be relevant to implosions

due to the difference in target geometry, but the planar target

experiment in Pisarczyk et al. 48 demonstrates similar accu-

mulation of charge with electrons refluxed up to MeV energy

scales. The refluxing hot electrons are expected to lead to

additional coronal heating49. The most significant experimen-

tal constraint on hot electron emission angle can be seen in

Yaakobi et al. 50 where the population is inferred to have a

solid angle of Ωh > 2π sr. PIC simulation and LPI theory

give a much narrower angle, Ωh ≃ 1.8sr20,33, which is also in

closer agreement with the preheat values inferred by Christo-

pherson et al. 19 . The narrower emission angle will be used

throughout the rest of this paper. The larger the emission an-

gle the more important refluxing is as a larger fraction of hot

electrons will miss the target.

This paper presents results from a semi-empirical kinetic

3D Monte-Carlo transport model for hot electrons which is

run inline with a radiation-hydrodynamics code (Odin). The

hot-electron distribution was constrained by a polar direct-

drive (PDD)51–54 solid target experiment on the National Ig-

nition Facility55 (NIF). This experiment achieved I ≃ 3 ×
1015W/cm2 intensities, density scale lengths Ln ≃ 600nm and

electron temperatures Te ≃ 2.5keV close to the conditions

predicted in SI (see Table II). The experiment was carried

out with a spherical target and PDD beam geometry as ex-

pected for SI (on the NIF) removing the geometric limitations

of previous experiments32,43,44. It was found in simulation

of the solid target direct drive NIF experiment that hot elec-

trons change the shock timing due to deeper target penetration

(than the laser) and lead to a modified density profile featur-

ing a larger radius ablation front and a single shock front (in

comparison a simulation without hot electrons predicts two

separate shocks). When applied to the SI implosion the hot

electron population is simulated to have a negative impact on

performance, reducing peak areal density by ∼ 35%. In addi-

tion, features similar to those seen in simulations of the solid

target experiment were observed, such as a modified shock

timing and smaller in-flight-aspect-ratio (IFAR). These fea-

tures contributed to the degradation in performance however

the hot electron preheat was the most significant limiting fac-

tor. In the following sections the model will be described, then

the experimental setup, the free parameters will be listed and

how they were constrained. The model was then applied to

a SI simulation and the impacts are compared to a simulation

without the hot-electron population.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic showing how hot electrons are generated at the

0.25nc surface in Odin (b) Simulation output showing electron paths

scattering and energy deposition generated from a single simulated

laser ray. In (b) the colour scale refers to the hot electron energy

along the path, and it is overlaid on a density plot of the NIF experi-

mental target, the density is shown without a colour scale.

II. DESCRIPTION OF HOT ELECTRON MODEL

Figure 1 (a) gives a schematic representation of how hot

electrons are transported in this model. The Odin code is

a 2D radiation-hydrodynamic, arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian

code which is run in polar coordinates. The laser drive is

modelled via purely radial rays which deposit energy via in-

verse bremsstrahlung until they reach the quarter critical sur-

face (nc/4) at which point if the intensity is above a threshold

they transfer energy into hot electrons and lose energy to SRS

scattering. Any laser energy reaching the ray-turning point is

deposited as thermal energy. A drive reduction multiplier is

applied to the experimental laser powers before the rays are

initialised.

The hot-electron particle tracking is modelled in 3D by ro-

tating the 2D Odin grid. Hot electrons are emitted in a solid

angle (Ωh) centred parallel to ray propagation. Hot elec-

trons are sampled from a thermal distribution. The emis-

sion angle of the electrons is randomly and uniformly dis-

tributed within the solid angle. Each electron follows a path

based on the stopping and scattering formula from Berger

et al. 56 , Davies 57 and Robinson et al. 58 . When the hot elec-

trons are generated, half the energy taken from the ray is put

in the hot electron population (ηnc/4) and the other is dis-

carded from the simulation to account for the energy loss due

to scattered SRS light. Figure 1 (b) shows a density plot

of a solid target (without colour scale) with the hot electron

paths overlaid. In the simulation both the emission solid angle

(Ωh ≃ 1.8sr) and the size of the target viewed from the quarter

critical surface Ω ≃ 1.2sr are similar, in addition, the target is

“thick" meaning the majority of hot electrons are stopped if

incident upon it. In these simulations, we disregard the reflux

population.

III. NATIONAL IGNITION FACILITY POLAR DIRECT

DRIVE, SOLID TARGET EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental Setup

The method described above includes free parameters for

both the hydrodynamic and hot electron models. The aim of

the NIF solid target experiment (N190204-002) is to constrain

these free parameters in an environment as similar to SI as

possible (calibrate the simulations) but to have the benefit of a

solid target for more accurate shock tracking. The experiment

consists of a 1100µm radius solid target being illuminated by

184 beams in a PDD configuration. The central 1000µm is

deuterated plastic (CD) and the outer 100µm is plastic (CH).

A zinc backlighter is illuminated by 2 quads to give radio-

graphic information of shock timing59, used when constrain-

ing the hydrodynamic simulations. The FFLEX diagnostic60

is used to measure hot electron induced bremsstrahlung x-

rays, from which the hot electron population’s temperature

Th = 55±2keV, and total energy Eh = 35±7kJ, is inferred61

(the FABS diagnostic62 indicates that SRS is the dominant

cause of the hot electrons27). The FFLEX diagnostic is

shielded from the zinc backlighter using a gold disc. The ex-

perimental laser pulse shape can be seen in Figure 2 (b) as

the dashed black line. It reaches a peak power of 350TW

and a peak intensity (calculated at initial target radius) of

3.0×1015Wcm−2. The FFLEX diagnostic was calibrated for

hot electrons using a 3D Maxwellian61 so that distribution is

used throughout the simulations to best reflect the energies

observed by the diagnostic.

B. Simulations to Match Observations

The experiment features a low intensity ramp used to cre-

ate the ablation-plasma density scale length and temperatures

anticipated in SI followed by a high intensity peak. LPI

are expected to occur most during the high intensity peak

I > 1015W/cm2 so when the experiment is simulated hot elec-

trons and the SRS multiplier are only applied during this part

of the laser pulse (supported by observations from the FFLEX

diagnostic, and the FABS diagnostic62). The solid black line

in Figure 2 (b) corresponds to the simulation laser energy ab-

sorbed, once the loss multipliers are applied (multipliers are

the only loss mechanism since all the laser energy remaining

in the ray is deposited into thermal electrons at critical den-

sity). The drive reduction multiplier is 0.6 applied through-
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FIG. 2. (a) Inverse pressure length scale9 (|d ln(P)/dr|) showing the

shock propagation in the NIF solid target simulation (N190204-002).

Red circles show the experimental shock timing extracted using x-ray

radiography59. (b) The dashed black line is the experimental incident

laser power, the solid black line is the reduced laser power to account

for drive inefficiencies such as refraction, CBET, and SRS scattered

light. The red solid line is the hot-electron power, equivalent to 35kJ

in total energy.

out the pulse (40% of laser energy removed before the ray is

launched).

Figure 2 (a) shows the experimental shock timing and the

close match achieved by a simulation using the parameters

listed in Table I including the effect of hot electrons. The laser

drive multiplier and flux limiter are chosen to match the shock

timing shown in Figure 2 (a). The hot electron emission solid

angle (Ωh) is constrained by PIC simulation33. The hot elec-

tron conversion fraction at the quarter critical density (ηnc/4)

is selected to deposit the 35kJ observed by FFLEX and the hot

electron population’s temperature (Th) is also constrained by

the FFLEX diagnostic.

flux limiter drive multiplier Th ηnc/4 Ωh

0.06 0.6 55 keV 0.2 1.8 sr

TABLE I. Simulation parameters constrained by matching observa-

tions in the NIF directly driven solid target experiment (N190204-

002). The parameters listed are, the multiplier for the electron ther-

mal conduction flux limiter, the drive multiplier for the simulated

laser pulse, the hot electron population temperature (Th), the fraction

of laser energy converted from laser to hot electrons at the quarter

critical surface (ηnc/4), and the solid angle over which the hot elec-

trons are emitted (Ωh).

Displayed in Figure 3 are snapshots at 4.0ns from the sim-

ulations of the NIF solid target experiment (N190204-002).

The snapshots show the comparison of two simulations one

with hot electrons shown by the solid lines, and one without

hot electrons shown as the dashed lines, other than this the

simulations’ setup and multipliers are identical. The energy

FIG. 3. A comparison of the density profile (black) and pressure

profile (red) for simulations with (solid) and without (dashed) hot

electrons. The snapshots show the simulations 4.0ns after the start

of the laser drive. At the time of the snapshots, ≃ 1% of the hot

electron energy is deposited ahead of the first shock (R < 790µm ra-

dius), ≃ 60% is deposited between the first shock and ablation front

(790 < R < 900µm) and ≃ 80% is deposited within the quarter crit-

ical surface (R < 1500µm).

allocated to hot electrons is modified using the SRS multiplier.

The SRS multiplier applied to a ray at the quarter critical den-

sity is 0.6 for simulations with hot electrons (20% discarded

as scattered light and 20% put into the hot electron popula-

tion, listed in Table I as the fraction ηnc/4 = 0.2) and 0.8 for

the simulation without hot electrons (20% of the ray energy

removed from the simulation as scattered light). The solid red

line in Figure 2 (b) gives the simulated power deposited by

hot electrons (equivalent to an energy of 35kJ which matches

the experimental observations of the FFLEX diagnostic).

In Figure 3 two separate shock fronts are seen only in the

simulation without hot electrons. The cause is the change

from low intensity ramp to a steeper ramp at 3.0ns in the laser

pulse (Figure 2 (b)). The second shock travels faster and the

two will coalesce (at 5.0ns). In the simulation with hot elec-

trons, the hot electrons penetrate deeper into the target than

the laser and deposit their energy beyond the ablation front.

The hot electrons are able to support the shock front created

by the low intensity ramp leading to only one shock front.

At 4.0ns, shown in Figure 3, the difference in location of

peak pressure between the two simulations is ≃ 30µm. The

shocks travel at ≃ 300µm/ns (relative to a laboratory rest

frame) giving a shock timing difference at 4.0ns of ≃ 0.1ns.

This gap will extend to ≃ 0.3ns (≃ 90µm) by 5.0ns when

the two shocks (seen only in the simulation without hot elec-

trons) coalesce. After the shocks coalesce, the difference in

shock timing between the two simulations remains constant at

≃ 0.3ns. This is because the shocks’ velocity is similar in each

simulation from 5.0ns onwards. It can be inferred that it is the

penetration depth of the hot electrons which has changed the

timing of the first shock. Once the two shocks, in the sim-

ulation without hot electrons, have coalesced (at 5.0ns) both
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FIG. 4. (a) A schematic section of the target used in the SI implosion

simulation. The capsule shell features a plastic outer layer (CH) and

a DT ice inner layer, with a DT gas filled core. It is based on a design

in Atzeni et al. 63 . (b) The laser power for SI (orange, solid line) and

the laser power for the simulation without a SI spike (green, dash-dot

line) which is used for performance comparison in Figure 5.

simulations have the same shock pressure and shock veloc-

ity indicating a similar overall drive efficiency. In Figure 3,

preheat is visible as an increase in pressure at, R < 790µm

however it has less of an impact on the shock pressure (the

absolute difference in pressure ahead and behind the shock)

than the effect of the hot electron energy deposited behind the

shock front at 790 < R < 900µm. For this reason it is stated

that hot electron penetration, not preheat or drive efficiency,

has changed the shock timing.

Figure 3 also demonstrates that the volumetric heating of

the target by the hot electrons leads to a reduced ablator den-

sity and increased ablation front density scale length. In

an implosion, this will lead to a lower in-flight-aspect-ratio

(IFAR). IFAR is the ratio of initial target radius (Ri) to the

minimum in-flight width of the shell wall (∆), IFAR = Ri/∆

and is a key metric for implosion efficiency9. This result could

not be obtained with kinetic simulation of mono-energetic hot

electrons.

The NIF solid target experiment (N190204-002) has been

simulated and observations matched, constraining the param-

eters shown in Table I. The calibrated parameters can now be

applied to a SI simulation.

IV. NEAR IGNITION SCALE SIMULATIONS OF SHOCK

IGNITION

A. Implosion Setup

The SI capsule design is shown in Figure 4 in addition

to two of the laser pulse shapes simulated. The design is

based on Atzeni et al. 63 . However, a larger implosion velocity

Vi = 330km/s and a larger adiabat were used (minimum adi-

abat at peak velocity αmin = 2.5 and a fuel averaged adiabat

at peak velocity αave = 3.5) due to evidence of experimen-

tal limitations of implosions with low adiabats12. The use of

higher adiabats results in a much lower predicted yield than

most SI investigations4,7, for this implosion the direct com-

parison is Atzeni et al. 63 which used an adiabat of αave ≃ 1.6
and achieved a gain of G > 50. For the simulations pre-

sented in this paper the implosions fall short of the ignition

threshold having a similar areal density and hotspot temper-

ature (the metric of performance often used sub-ignition) to

scaled versions of the current best direct drive implosions15,64.

Using a larger adiabat means the results should be more ex-

perimentally reproducible, and there is evidence suggesting

higher adiabat implosions are less susceptible to preheat19.

The laser pulse shape requires < 1MJ of laser energy and

power < 500TW, meaning this design is accessible by the cur-

rent generation of laser facility.

The parameter calibration is only accurate if the plasma

conditions are similar between the NIF solid target experiment

and the SI simulation. Table II gives details of the plasma

conditions simulated in the case of the experiment and SI im-

plosion for comparison. The laser pulse shape, target size and

resultant plasma conditions are similar so the inferred impact

of hot electrons on SI represents an acceptable extrapolation.

A notable difference between the simulations is target con-

vergence. The SI capsule is half of its initial radius during

the high intensity pulse while the NIF solid target is approx-

imately the same radius. The convergence would likely have

a negative impact on the laser coupling (absorbed over emit-

ted laser energy, ELabs/EL) reducing it further. This means

EL = 542kJ is an underestimate for the laser energy required

to drive such an implosion, and 542kJ<EL < 1000kJ is likely.

Target convergence and a less energetic high intensity

pulse (> 1.0 × 1015Wcm−2), compared to the NIF experi-

ment (N190204-002), are the main reasons for the difference

in total absorbed hot electron energy (Eh) between the two

simulations shown in Table II. The NIF solid target exper-

iment, Eh = 35kJ, shows almost triple the energy deposited

by hot electrons compared to the SI simulation Eh = 13kJ.

Despite the lower total energy absorbed the SI implosion fea-

tures more preheat (Eh1 in Table II) due to lower areal density

between the ablation front and the shock front. Preheat was

defined as heating in the unshocked material for the NIF solid

target experiment but in the case of the SI implosion all ma-

terial is shocked (due to the picket pulses) so it is defined as

heating ahead of the ignitor shock. The difference in defini-

tion also contributes to the difference in Eh1 seen in Table II.

For shock ignition, the target cannot be assumed to be

“thick", stopping the majority of hot electrons incident (the

NIF solid target experiment simulations demonstrated this

property). Hot electron reflux is not simulated. The fraction

of hot electron energy which reaches the edge of the corona

(Ere f lux/(Eh+Ere f lux)) is larger for SI than for the solid target

due to the solid angle the target makes when viewed from the

quarter critical surface (which is Ω ≃ 0.67 for SI and Ω ≃ 1.2
for the NIF experiment (N190204-002)). Due to the time of

flight, it is likely that the reflux population (Ere f lux) does not

play a role in the implosion except as wasted drive energy. The

distance to the coronal edge, where refluxing occurs, during
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nc nc/4

Simulation I EL ELabs Eh Eh1 R Eh2 R Eh3 Ln Te Ere f lux

Experiment 3.0e15Wcm−2 783 kJ 375 kJ 35 kJ 0.3kJ 1100µm 21kJ 1500µm 28kJ 500µm 2.5 keV 10kJ

Shock ignition 5.0e15Wcm−2 542 kJ 270 kJ 13 kJ 0.7kJ 500µm 7.5kJ 1000µm 10.4kJ 500µm 3.0 keV 13kJ

TABLE II. List of simulated parameters for the NIF solid target experiment and for a SI implosion. The peak laser intensity estimated using

the peak power at the initial target radius (I), the laser energy emitted (EL), the laser energy absorbed after multipliers (ELabs), the total hot

electron energy absorbed (Eh), and the total amount of hot electron energy absorbed ahead of the last shock (Eh1, approximation of preheat).

The radius of the critical surface during the high intensity pulse (R) and the amount of hot electron energy deposited within the critical surface

(Eh2). The radius of the quarter critical surface during the high intensity pulse (R) and the amount of hot electron energy deposited within the

quarter critical surface < R (Eh3, energy that contributes to shock support), the density scale length (Ln), and the electron temperature (Te).

The amount of hot electron energy that reaches the edge of the corona (Ere f lux, wasted drive energy).

FIG. 5. Coloured lines give the hotspot thermodynamic paths using

the hotspot definition Tedge =
Ti

10 where Ti is the central temperature

and Tedge defines the temperature at the edge of the hotspot20. The

isobaric ignition criteria is displayed as a dashed black line10. The

other lines correspond to four simulations, two simulated with hot

electrons (red, dotted and purple, solid lines) and two that were not

(green, dash-dotted and orange, solid lines). Three of the four sim-

ulations are SI, all except the green dash-dotted line labelled as “No

SI spike". In this case, the laser pulse is the same except it maintains

a plateau in laser power rather than a late time spike (see Figure 4).

Closest to ignition is SI simulated without the impact of hot electrons

(orange, solid line). The red, dotted line uses the same SI laser pulse

shape (see Figure 4) but additionally models the impact of hot elec-

trons. The purple, solid line’s pulse was optimized with the effect of

hot electrons, its shock spike has been delayed 0.1ns by maintaining

the plateau power for longer.

the high intensity pulse is ≃ 10mm, at 10% the speed of light

a return journey for the fastest hot electron along the most

direct path would take ≃ 700ps at which point the shock col-

lision would have already occurred, with bang-time ≃ 300ps

later.

B. Implosion Analysis

Figure 5 shows the impact of hot electrons on SI implo-

sions. The baseline performance of a conventional central hot-

pot implosion is demonstrated by the green dash-dotted line.

In the other three simulations performance is improved by

adding a late-time SI spike (as shown in Figure 4). By putting

extra laser energy into the SI spike, rather than the pulse’s

plateau, one can increase the hotspot temperature without sig-

nificantly modifying the shell’s IFAR or peak velocity. This

demonstrates the ability of SI to increase the design space of

hydrodynamically stable implosions.

The best performing implosion in Figure 5 is shock ignition

simulated without hot electrons (orange-solid line) in which

both hotspot ion temperature and peak areal density are ap-

proximately double that seen in the baseline case (green dash-

dotted line). When a hot electron population is added to the

simulations, implosion performance is reduced by 35% (as

measured by peak areal density). The 35% can be compared

to the 10−40% degradation seen in direct drive conventional

hotspot implosions due to hot electrons19. The amount of

degradation is similar despite the larger SI hot electron popu-

lation cumulative energy because the population is generated

in the late stages of the implosion. At late times, the shell has a

larger areal density, and the shell has a higher adiabat, in addi-

tion more hot electrons miss the target due to convergence. It

is also likely that the two plasmon decay (TPD) hot electrons

seen at lower intensities (used for conventional hotspot implo-

sions) have a higher temperature and are thus more likely to

cause preheat27. It is clear that hot electrons pose a threat to

implosion performance for both types of direct drive fusion,

so mitigation strategies are key. Delaying the SI laser spike

by 0.1ns (hence the ignitor shock timing) mitigated the neg-

ative impact of the hot electrons from 35% to 25% reduction

in peak areal density. The optimization in performance can

be seen in Figure 5 as the difference between the red-dotted

and the purple-solid line, although much of the benefit (im-

proved compression) is in the cold fuel not the hotspot which

is plotted.

The laser pulse shape that was optimized with hot electrons

is compared to the simulation without hot electrons in Fig-

ure 6. The maximum pressure of the shock is similar despite

≃ 20% of the laser spike going into a hot electron popula-

tion. This result is similar to that seen in the NIF solid target

simulation (in Figure 2). The minimum pressure ahead of the

shock is increased from ≃ 0.3Gbar to ≃ 0.6Gbar due to hot

electron preheat. The preheat, not the loss of drive, leads to

the majority of the degradation in performance. The doubling
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FIG. 6. Density (black) and pressure (red) achieving optimal shock

timing for a simulation with (solid) and without (dashed) hot elec-

trons. The figure displays the simulations at 12.1ns after the start of

the laser pulse, this is the moment before the outgoing shock collides

with the incoming igniter shock at ≃ 100µm. The simulation with

hot electrons has its SI spike delayed by 0.1ns. By changing the laser

pulse shape (delaying the shock spike by 0.1ns), the shock timing

matches the shock timing for the simulation without hot electrons.

For reference, the shock travels ≃ 30µm in 0.1ns. At R < 200µm

approximately 2kJ of hot electron energy was deposited. Some of

that energy aided in driving the shock but some can be seen as pre-

heat in the increased hotspot pressure (at R < 100µm).

of pressure is visible throughout the hotspot and shell which

is in line with the doubling of adiabat observed at peak ve-

locity from αmin = 2.5 to αmin = 6. Figure 6 also shows the

expansion of the outer edge of the target (ablation front) due to

the hot electrons depositing energy within the shell. This de-

creases the IFAR and reduces the efficiency of energy transfer

to the hotspot. A similar expansion of the target’s ablation

front is visible in the NIF solid target simulation (in Figure 2).

An additional effect is a lower shock pressure gradient when

simulated with hot electrons due to the volumetric energy de-

position of the thermal distribution of hot electrons around the

location that the shock forms. This shallower shock pressure

gradient will result in a weaker shock collision and energy

dissipation as the shock travels, which contributes to the re-

duction in performance and the increased adiabat seen when

hot electrons are included in the simulation.

In the NIF solid target experiment, there is uncertainty in

the measurement of the hot electron population. By using

FFLEX and FABS diagnostic in combination, the experiment

represents the state of the art in LPI diagnosis. The experi-

ment was carried out at the National Ignition Facility which is

one of few facilities capable of creating SI conditions in a near

spherical geometry (not planar or conic target), limited by po-

lar configuration of the ports. It is thought that beam geometry

plays a large role in many LPI. Despite this, the results reflect

a single experiment and are thus vulnerable to the variability

observed in ICF experiments. Furthermore, while the condi-

tions in the NIF solid target experiment are close to SI, the

experimental laser intensity is 3×1015W/cm2 which is lower

than that used in our simulations (1× 1016W/cm2, see Table

II). At the experimental intensities, TPD is expected to play

a larger role and may increase the observed hot electron tem-

perature and reduce the hot electron energy deposited. The

quarter critical surface is the region where absolute backscat-

tered SRS occurs and so it is used as the launch site for the

hot electrons in our simulations, however there is evidence

that SRS occurs at a range of densities below quarter critical

as well27,32,36,40. Given the experimental evidence and PIC

simulations33, the most probable values for the hot electron

population were used in each case, but these are scaled from

the NIF experiment and different laser intensities may gener-

ate a different hot-electron distribution.

For a thermal distribution of hot electrons, we find higher

temperatures more disruptive to the implosion and lower tem-

peratures behave more similarly to simulations that ignore the

impact of hot electrons. It is worth noting that even without

the impact of hot electrons, there is the impact of lost drive en-

ergy of the LPI scattered light. If the hot electrons are emitted

further from the target at densities less than quarter critical,

hot electron reflux plays a larger role. It is likely that more of

the drive energy is wasted in the corona due to a larger fraction

of hot electrons missing the target, but there will also be less

target preheat, so the implosion is likely to perform slightly

better.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an investigation of the impacts of hot

electrons on a SI implosion and a design that may possible on

current facilities. The SI simulations were constrained by an

easier to diagnose solid target experiment undertaken on the

NIF where the plasma conditions and laser pulse shape were

similar to that of SI. The 25% reduction in peak areal density

is an indication that hot electrons play a key role in SI. Similar

performance reductions are observed in conventional hotspot

ignition19 meaning that SI still offers a useful method to ex-

pand the design space for direct drive implosions. When de-

signing future direct drive or PDD campaigns this work gives

evidence that the baseline performance of a conventional cen-

tral hotpot ignition implosion can be improved without sig-

nificantly impacting the implosion velocity a key marker of

hydrodynamic stability however hot electrons will preheat the

cold fuel and reduce the IFAR unless fully mitigated.

Significantly, the adiabat used in this investigation was

higher than in most SI ignition simulations. A higher adi-

abat reduces the possible performance of an implosion but

adheres to the empirical observations in several experimen-

tal campaigns on the NIF and the OMEGA facility12–15. The

larger adiabat not just makes the design more robust to hydro-

dynamic instabilities but also to laser-plasma instabilities as

the resulting hot electrons are predicted to have a lesser im-

pact on high adiabat implosions19. This latter point may be

under represented in the literature investigating the benefits of

high adiabat implosions due to the difficulties in simulating

LPI and hot electrons.

This paper demonstrates that shock retiming can be used
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to reduce the negative impact of hot electrons, but addi-

tional strategies such as thicker targets20, doping the ablator65,

shorter wavelength and broadband lasers66 will be key for at-

tempts at direct drive ignition.

The subject of hot electron generation and source character-

istics is led by experiment. At present there is limited data and

significant measurement uncertainty for SI conditions. The

simulations in this work uses new data to characterize the hot

electron population and to classify its impacts on SI relevant

target designs. It is clear there is need for further experiments

to reduce the uncertainty as the potential impact on implosion

performance is significant. Proposed facilities with higher ex-

perimental repetition rate will improve the statistical signifi-

cance of future LPI and hot electron measurements. In addi-

tion, experimental diagnosis of the fraction of hot electron en-

ergy that is deposited on the inner surface of the shell (which

can be achieved using a doped target) will be essential as it

is this preheat which has the most detrimental effect on the

implosion. The measurement will give key insight to experi-

mentally constrain the hot electron emission angle and reflux

behaviour.
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